2021 YEAR OF THE METAL OX: MENU OF CHINESE NEW YEAR
GOODIES!
Each item receives a mindful and loving blessing with temple incense and an
empowerment from the BTB tradition as well as being kept inside a shrine until
shipped. INFUSED WITH AWESOME ENERGY! And…a FREE SURPRISE GIFT with
every order!
I. Auspicious Amulets + Charms for the New Year pg. 01-05
II. Auspicious Bracelets for the New Year pgs. 06-07
III. New Year Delights pgs. 07-09
IV. Prosperity for 2021 pgs. 10-12
V. Energetic Cleansing pgs. 12-14
VI. Divination for 2021 pgs. 14-15
VII. Honoring the Tai Sui or God of the Year pgs. 15-16
VIII. Lucky Days for Year of the Metal Ox pgs. 16-19

I. AUSPICIOUS AMULETS + CHARMS FOR THE NEW YEAR
Amulets and charms are traditionally renewed EVERY NEW YEAR for fresh
energies of good fortune. Easy to attach to your purse, laptop bag or keys and
includes empowerments for activation.
NEW! Amulets for Blessings + Protection

This Feng Shui amulet holds five Protection and Blessing Coins: the Taoist
Horoscope Bagua; the Horoscope Coin; the Lucky Coin; the Taoist Incantation
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Coin; and the Elliptical Coin. Among them all, you’ll see many auspicious
symbols such as the turtle; the 12 Chinese Zodiac Animals; the Fly Whisk; Wu
Lou and Fan. Sourced from China. Metal. {Each coin about 1.25 diameter;
overall length 5.50”}
$18 + shipping
NEW! Amulets for Wealth + Success

This Feng Shui amulet holds five Success and Wealth Coins: The Plum Blossom
Flower; The Bagua Horoscope; the Dragon + Phoenix; The Lock Coin; The Bat
Lock Coin. Among them, you’ll see many auspicious symbols: the Fan, Mystic
Knot, Wu Lou, Abacus, Pot of Gold, Pineapple, Bagua, 12 Chinese Zodiac
Animals and more. Together, these coins bring good fortune, dispel
inauspicious chi, protect your wealth and invite prosperity. Sourced from
China. Metal. {Each coin about 1.25 diameter; overall length is 5.50”}
$18 + shipping
NEW! Money Luck Amulet

Adorned with auspicious Wealth Pots, Money Trees, Gold Ingots and Feng Shui
Coins, this amulet invites money luck, new opportunities and sources of
income. Sourced from Malaysia. {Metal. 5" long x 1.25" wide}
$18 + shipping
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Treasure Bowl Charm

This Bowl of Treasure overflows with faux gold ingots and precious jewels
symbolizing an abundant accumulation of wealth and material assets for your
life’s dreams. From Malaysia. {Gold plated enamel 3.75” total length}
$18 + shipping
YEARLY FAVORITE! Lucky Charm for the Year of the Ox

In the Year of the Ox, carry a three-dimensional Rat, the “Secret Friend” of the
Ox, who brings blessings and great help in time of need or difficulty. “When
the Rat and the Ox come together, the joy of this encounter is enough to offset
any evil that the moment may harbor” said Grandmaster Lin Yun. Chinese
polished high-quality genuine jade on red cord. {4.25” length}
$9 + shipping
Treasure Chest with Lucky Cats Amulet
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Adorned with two waving Maneki Neko Lucky Cats on one side and the Three
Celestial Protectors on the other, this talismanic amulet of overflowing
treasures enhances your prosperity aura. Malaysian. {alloy; 2.25" x 1.25"; 4”
total length}
$18 + shipping
Bejeweled Money Bag Amulet

Symbolizing a purse “heavy with money”, this Chinese amulet is inscribed with
the Chinese character for wealth {enamel + alloy; 4.25” total length; 1.25”
diameter}
$18 + shipping
Maneki-Neko, Feng Shui Lucky Cat Charm
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This bejeweled charm of the maneki-neko, which translates as “The Beckoning
Cat” is also known as the Lucky Cat, Good Fortune Cat or Money Cat. Beloved
by people in Japan (its country of origin) as well as those who practice Feng
Shui, the cats are believed to welcome Good Fortune with their raised paws.
Sourced from China. {faux diamonds; alloy + enamel; 4” total length}
$18 + shipping
Bejeweled Wish Granting Tree Charm

Both Taoist and Buddhist in origin, Wish Granting Trees are beloved décor
during the Chinese New Year as they carry your wishes to the Heaven Realm.
This auspicious amulet is adorned with colorful “jewels” and welcomes growth
and Good Fortune. Sourced from Malaysia. {faux jewels; alloy + enamel; 4
1/8” long}
$21 + shipping
Nanbu Lock Coin Amulet

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, place one under the pillow of every family member
as well as one on your household altar to ensure family financial security and
prosperity protecting your jobs, businesses and accumulated wealth. You can
also place inside or outside your purse to “lock up” your accrued cash;
safeguard from theft; and magnetically attract new money. Sourced from China
{metal; 6” length; 2” diameter}
$6 + shipping

II. AUSPICIOUS BRACELETS FOR NEW YEAR ADORNMENT
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NEW! Red Agate with Pi Yao Bracelet

The Taoist pi yao is an auspicious mystical celestial creature who acts as a
fierce protector from accidents, bad luck and negative energy; helps increase
money and business luck; fulfills wishes; and brings good health. It also
protects the Chinese Zodiac animals in conflict with God of the Year {aka The
Grand Duke Jupiter or Tai Sui} who are the OX, SHEEP, DOG, DRAGON + HORSE
in 2021. Stretchy. {10mm with 6” circumference; 14mm beads with 6.50”
circumference}
10mm beads $18 + shipping
14mm beads $21 + shipping
NEW! Golden Citrine Pi Yao Bracelet

The Taoist pi yao is an auspicious mystical celestial creature who acts as a
fierce protector from accidents, bad luck and negative energy; helps increase
money and business luck; fulfills wishes; and brings good health. It also
protects the Chinese Zodiac animals in conflict with God of the Year {aka as
The Grand Duke Jupiter or Tai Sui} who are the OX, SHEEP, DOG, DRAGON +
HORSE in 2021. Stretchy. {12mm and 14mm beads}
$12 + shipping
NEW! Five Elements Bracelet
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A colorful crystal bracelet adorned with the mantra Om Mani Padme Hum. An
easy way to balance your personal energy with all Five Chinese Elements
through color: Wood (green); Fire (red); Earth (yellow); Metal (white); and
Water (black). Stretchy. {10 mm beads with 6” circumference}
$12 + shipping
Gods of Wealth Bracelet

Auspicious jewelry made of golden amber colored crystal glass and black
obsidian decorated with images of gold ingots, Feng Shui coins and the God of
Wealth all symbolizing prosperity. Wear as an amulet for both increasing money
luck as well as protecting the wealth you have already accumulated. Sourced
from Hong Kong. {Stretchy. 12 mm beads; Gods of Wealth bead is 15mm; 7”
circumference}
$27 + shipping

III. NEW YEAR DELIGHTS
Lucky Gold Money for Red Envelopes
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Embellished with the fu character for good fortune; the wealth pot for
abundance and the 2020 Zodiac Animal of the Ox, these make perfect
enclosures for Lucky Red Envelopes. Sourced from China. Imitation gold foil.
{6” x 3”}
Set of three single notes that will be a mix of plain gold with ox; full color ox;
and five Chinese gods $2.50 + shipping
Full colored ox gold note in fancy red cardboard envelope with enclosed
greeting card $2.30 + shipping
NEW! Wish-Fullfilling Jewel with Mantras

In Feng Shui, Wish-Fulfilling Jewels or Wish-Granting Gems, activate sheng chi,
the beautiful, bright and uplifting energy which helps actualize and manifest
your heart’s altruistic wishes. This Wish-Fulfilling Jewel is inscribed with a
mantra known as the Great Increasing Jewel Fathomless Celestial Mansion
Extremely Well-Abiding Secret Holy Mantra. The color gold is used in Feng Shui
for: health and healing; increasing of wealth luck; business success; and
attracting benefactors. This wish-granting gem comes with a simple yet
profound 108-day ceremony. Sourced from Malaysia. Glass. {Jewel is 3.25" x
2.25"; base is 2.75" x 2.75"x 1.75"}
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$63.00 + shipping
NEW! 8 Treasures Tea + Auspicious Chinese Tea Cup

It’s traditional that on the first morning of Chinese New Year your first taste is
of something sweet such as the “8 Treasure Tea” aka “8 Precious Sweets Tea”.
This caffeine-free blend was formulated by a highly-regarded local herbalist in
the Sichuan province and includes jujube date, longan, goji, ginseng, hawthorn
fruit, tangerine peel, chrysanthemum and Chinese licorice. The accompanying
beautiful yellow traditional Chinese cup with strainer and lid is made of
porcelain and adorned with lotus flowers. The calligraphy blessing translates
“May you enjoy boundless longevity”.
$12 + shipping

IV. PROSPERITY FOR 2021
NEW! Bejeweled Amethyst Tree

Amethyst is a beautiful royal purple and holds mystical vibrations and beloved
for calming the mind and spiritual cultivation. In Feng Shui, amethyst is often
used for clearing negative or inauspicious energies or keeping “energy
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vampires” at bay as well as attracting prosperity. Place in a gorgeous vessel of
silver or gold as a fabulous offering on an abundance altar. Or use to enhance
the Wealth Gua of your home, business, office or desk. {2.5" wide x 6.5" tall}
$13.50 + shipping
The Golden Bowls of Wealth

The Wealth Bowl overflowing with treasures symbolizes accruing wealth,
multiple sources of income and benefactor opportunities as well as generating
a prosperous mindset. These make auspicious offerings for the God of Wealth
on his Birthday or the Full moon within the 15 day Chinese New Year Festival. It
can live on your wealth altar or in the wealth gua of your home, office or desk.
The beautiful Tibetan metal bowl is adorned with a double vajra symbolizing
stability and support and graced with the mantra of compassion Om Mani
Padme Hum. Both versions include an auspicious Treasure Chest paper talisman
with mantras and prayers by Grandmaster Lin Yun; a vial of real gold flakes to
sprinkle on your bowl; plus a guide for activation, placement and care.
Version 01. Includes 88 Feng Shui coins and 8 gleaming brass gold ingots. {bowl
3.50” dia}
$45 + shipping
Version 02. Includes 88 Feng Shui coins and 8 tumbled amethyst crystals. {bowl
3.50” dia}
$45 + shipping
Mini-Ceremony: Welcoming the Gods of Wealth
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This mini ceremony ends with special ingredients carried in your purse or
wallet to bring you good wealth fortune all year long. Includes: 5 Feng Shui
coins; a Lucky Red Envelope adorned with auspicious prosperity symbols; a
Golden God of Wealth Talisman Card; and a guide for your ceremony.
$8 + shipping
Golden Crystal Ingots

Entrepreneurs and business owners, these are for you! These gleaming golden
symbols of accumulated wealth and material assets are a favorite decoration at
Chinese New Year as offerings for the Gods of Wealth. Display in bowls with
oranges and mandarins; or in the Career area of your office and business; or on
your desk as a paperweight. Amber-colored and sourced from Hong Kong.
{about 2” wide by 1” tall}
$9.00 + shipping
Five Gold Bars
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Entrepreneurs and business owners, these are for you! Symbolizing wealth,
assets and savings, stack 5 Gold Bars in your wealth area of your home, office
or desk to invite prosperous good fortune. These Chinese 5 gold bars, inscribed
with the characters Fuk, Luk, Sao, Xi and Cai, mean Good Luck, High Rank,
Longevity, Happiness and Wealth. {gold plated brass; 2.25” length; 7/8” wide}
$18 + shipping

V. ENERGETIC CLEANSING
These therapeutic-grade gorgeously scented organic essential oils are
“medicine” for healing your energy, spirit and spaces. Used in Feng Shui to
purify, cleanse, bless, uplift and refresh you and your environs.
Formulated by master herbalists, aromatherapists and acupuncturists in the
Chinese, Ayurvedic and Tibetan medicine systems. Their artisan-produced
botanical oils are a treasure: high-quality organic, wild-crafted, biodynamic
and ethically sourced.
Organic Sweet Orange Oil

Juicy sweetness. Golden sunshine. Tangy joy. Beloved for its uplifting,
refreshing and invigorating energies and strengthening your energy. In Feng
Shui, used for inviting wealth as well as clearing away any draining, negative or
inauspicious energies from you and your spaces. Includes guide for Feng Shui
practices. {½ oz}
$13.50 + shipping
Organic Forest Essential Oil
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Invigorating. Clean. Fresh. Experience a deep breath of a basalmic verdant
forest on a bright winter’s day. Used in Feng Shui for purifying, uplifting and
refreshing as well as clearing tired, worried or heavy energies from you and
your spaces. Wonderful for bathing, cleaning, energetic cleansing rituals and
diffusing. Made of fir, pine, pinon and spruce {½ oz}
$36 + shipping
Organic Palo Santo Essential Oil

Sacred. Purifying. Verdant.
Aromatic “holy wood” is beloved for its deeply calming and relaxing energy
while healing body, mind and spirit. Used to purify people, places, spaces and
objects from negative energy. It also offers spiritual cleansing, purification and
protection before ceremony or during energetic space cleansing as well as
inviting mystical blessings and attracting good fortune by removing inauspicious
energies and obstacles. Wonderful for bathing and diffusing. {½ oz}
$27 + shipping
Organic Pure Space Misting Potion
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Heavenly. Fresh. Feminine. This organic, wild-crafted aromatic water is infused
with sacred woods and flowers including essential oils of palo santo, neroli and
ylang ylang as well as flower essences to purify, uplift and protect your living
and working spaces. Simply mist around yourself or in your space to clear
negative, stress or overwhelmed energies and come back to center. {50ml}
$39 + shipping

VI. DIVINATION FOR 2021
“When a question is posed ceremoniously, the universe responds”
{Chinese Proverb}
It’s traditional to consult the Oracle during the Chinese New Year seeking
clarity, advice, comfort, healing, wisdom or blessings to illuminate or
transform our life. Whenever you ask, the universe always responds with the
potential of the present moment!
Your Trinity of Fortune: Chinese Oracle Reading for 2021

Divination with Bespoke Feng Shui Methods, Practices or Ceremonies to
enhance, support and embody your reading! Order yours at
https://bit.ly/3eilWS6
$45
Kuan Yin’s Heavenly Divination Readings for 2021
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Oracle Reading + Bespoke Kuan Yin Meditation or Devotional Ceremony to
enhance, support and embody your reading! Order yours at
https://bit.ly/2zOxPAc
$45

VII. HONORING THE TAI SUI
Tai Sui Pouch for Year of the Metal Ox

In the Year of the Metal Ox in 2021, the OX, SHEEP, DOG, DRAGON + HORSE are
advised to carry protection as they have direct or indirect affliction and
confrontation with the God of the Year known as the Tai Sui or Grand Duke
Jupiter. The auspicious red and gold pouch is filled with Taoist talismans,
incenses, offerings and so on for appeasing the Tai Sui and helping avert
disaster. Includes ceremony details and year-long Feng Shui methods. Sourced
from Hong Kong. {Please note: the contents will be very similar but not exactly
as in the photo}
$12 + shipping
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Bejeweled Pi Yao Amulet

The Taoist pi yao is an auspicious mystical celestial creature who acts as a
fierce protector from accidents, bad luck and negative energy; helps increase
money and business luck; fulfills wishes; and brings good health. It also
protects the Chinese Zodiac animals in conflict with God of the Year {aka as
The Grand Duke Jupiter or Tai Sui} who are the OX, SHEEP, DOG, DRAGON +
HORSE in 2021. This one holds a “diamond” covered coin in his mouth.
Chinese. {Enamel + metal with rhinestones. 4.25” in length.}
$18 + shipping

VIII. LUCKY DAYS FOR YEAR OF THE OX, 2021
In the Chinese trinity of “Heaven, Earth + Humankind” fortunes, Heaven Luck is
“written in the stars” as the stars and planets aligned at your birth indicate
your Chinese Zodiac Animal. The realm of Heaven Luck governs miracles,
unexpected intervention and auspicious timing. Invite smoother energies into
your life by synchronizing your personal and business events with Heavenly
Timing.
NEW + UPDATED! Your Personal Zodiac Animal Lucky + Clashing for 2021

Your 2021 parcel includes…
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Your personal “power” hours; your “Lucky” + “Clashing” days; and your
astrological allies, secret friend + conflict animal



“Red Dot” days, known for “receiving heavenly blessings” are doubly
auspicious for Feng Shui placements, enhancements, practices +
ceremonies



“Taboo” or Po days (meaning destruction, demolition, ending and
purging) are best spent lying low used for activities such as cleaning and
repairing



NEW! 12 Zodiac Animal amulet charm to carry with you or display in your
home or office to appease situations of confrontational relationships
among zodiac signs or disputes among siblings, couples, relatives or
colleagues. ***while supplies last!



NEW! Remove or “chu” days offer Heavenly Support for releasing,
eliminating and disposing of what no longer serves you—a cathartic day!
Excellent for clutter clearing, space cleansing, shredding, de-toxing and
so on.



A Red Bracelet to wear when you have something important falling on a
taboo or clash day. The auspicious red color invites protection, good
fortune, enhanced energy and blessings.



UPDATED! Feng Shui tips + practices for activating good luck with the
Chinese Zodiac



A red pen for marking the “red dot” days in your own yearly
planner|calendar



A metallic Chinese Feng Shui charm with an image of your personal
Chinese Zodiac animal on one side and the Goddess of Compassion, Kuan
Yin, on the other. Wear or carry with you all year long for protection,
especially on a “clash” day.



Three special simple yet powerful Feng Shui empowerments to activate
your charm and amulet {including a Lucky Red Envelope to use for one of
them}

$30 + shipping
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NEW + UPDATED! Auspicious Money-Making Days for Business + Financial
Success 2021

Your 2021 parcel includes…


Auspicious money-making days for business and financial success. Use to
schedule important activities such as launching new products, services or
programs; negotiating a raise or promotion; beginning a new publicity or
marketing campaign; or planning for important presentations, interviews
or meetings and so on. Best when used in conjunction with your Personal
Chinese Zodiac Lucky + Clashing Days {above}.



A Chinese Golden Abacus Charm beloved by Asian tycoons, shop owners
and entrepreneurs, this auspicious symbol means you have “too many
numbers to calculate” for your income thereby increasing your business
and wealth luck.



NEW! 12 Zodiac Animal amulet charm to carry with you or display in your
home or office to appease situations of confrontational relationships
among zodiac signs or disputes among people related to your business.
***while supplies last!



NEW! Feng Shui methods for using your 12 Zodiac Animal Amulet for
attracting more Helpful People, clients, benefactors and money



Three special simple yet powerful Feng Shui empowerments to activate
your amulets {including a Lucky Red Envelope to use for one of them}



A red pen for marking the “red dot” days in your own yearly
planner|calendar

$21 shipping
SAVE $9 BY ORDERING BOTH! $42 + shipping
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TO PLACE YOUR ODER


Please review the attached menu and know that some treasures are
really limited this year due to COVID, so first come, first served.



Email me your requests with quantities. If you’re ordering the TAI SUI
POUCH or LUCKY DAYS, I’ll need your Chinese Zodiac Animal. If you
don’t know it, please send me your full birth date and year.



Let me know whether wish to pay by check; or with a credit card via
Paypal or Square. Once your treasures have arrived and I can weigh your
parcel, I’ll then send you an invoice which includes shipping.



Once all of your goodies have arrived from overseas, your parcel will be
on its way!

10,000 Blessings Feng Shui
Gwynne Warner-Donavon
503.747.3463 {land line only, no texts please}
info@10KBlessingsFengShui.com
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